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Women of the Armenian Genocide: From Eyewitness Accounts to Literary Echoes

Sona Haroutyunian

Armenian Genocide: An Historical Overview

Combining *geno*, from the Greek γενος for family, race or tribe, with *cide* from the Latin word for killing, Polish-Jewish lawyer Raphael Lemkin, whose family members were victims of the Jewish Holocaust, created the word *genocide* in 1944, when writing a pioneering book about Nazi Germany. By creating and defining this term, Lemkin sought to describe and categorize Nazi policies of systematic persecution and murder of the Jews under the Third Reich. While the term was created amid World War II and initially applied to the Holocaust, it was a term intended to help the world understand mass atrocity crimes throughout history and provide a legal framework to prevent genocide from occurring in the future.

As a university student, Lemkin had read with considerable concern about the Young Turk deportations and mass killing of Armenians in the Ottoman Empire, and later applied the concept of genocide to the Armenian case. He was quite clear that while the term was new in World War II, the deed was not, and in fact had occurred throughout history, with the Armenian case a leading example at the beginning of the 20th century.¹

The atrocities committed against the Armenian people of the Ottoman Empire during World War I are defined as the Armenian genocide. The Young Turk party—officially known as the Committee of Union and Progress (CUP), or İttihat ve Terakki Cemiyeti—which was in power at the time and dominated by Mehemet Talat, Ismail Enver, and Ahmed Djemal, perpetrated deportations and massacres across much of the Ottoman Empire. When World War I broke out, the Young Turk government, hoping to save the core of a shrinking and greatly weakened Ottoman Empire, adopted a policy of Pan-Turkism: the establishment of a mega Turkish empire comprising all Turkic-speaking peoples of the Caucasus and Central Asia, extending to China. The intent was to either "Turkify" or eliminate all ethnic minorities within the Empire. The Armenian population became a major obstacle to the realization of this policy. Although the Young Turks made the decision in late 1911 to deport all Armenians from Western Armenia (Eastern Ottoman Empire/Turkey), they used the cover provided by World War I as a suitable opportunity for implementation of their plan.

On February 12, 1915, a key opening phase of the genocide occurred when Armenian conscripts in the Ottoman army were forcibly disarmed by their fellow Ottoman military colleagues on the order of Enver, the Minister of War. The Armenian conscripts were then either killed outright or worked/starved to death in labour and cargo transportation battalions. As a result of the conscription, and later murder, of military-age men, Armenian families and communities became increasingly vulnerable.

The second phase of the Armenian genocide began on April 24, 1915, with the mass arrest and subsequent murder of several hundred Armenian leaders in Constantinople (present-day Istanbul). Those murdered included clergy, educators, authors, professionals, and political figures—the Armenian intelligentsia. The Armenian people were now without most of their key leadership figures. The date became symbolic, as Armenians worldwide observe April 24 as a day to memorialize all victims of the Armenian genocide.

The third phase of the genocide comprised deportations and death marches of women, children, and the elderly into the Syrian desert. During these marches hundreds of thousands of Armenian victims were massacred by Ottoman soldiers, gendarmes, special killing units (Special Organization), and Kurdish irregulars. A multitude of others died because of famine, dehydration, exposure to the elements, and disease. Countless numbers of women and children were raped. Tens of thousands of Armenian Christians were forced to convert to Islam.

In the fourth phase of the genocide, vast numbers died in concentration camps in the Syrian Desert, or perished later as malnourished and emaciated survivors in refugee camps in the Near East and the Caucasus.

The fifth and final phase of the Armenian genocide emerged with the total and utter denial by the Ottoman and Turkish governments of the mass killings and elimination of the Armenian nation from its homeland. Despite the ongoing international recognition of the Armenian genocide, Turkey has consistently fought against the labelling of what happened to the Armenians as genocide.

The Armenian genocide is referred to as the first genocide of the 20th century. As such, it holds crucial historical significance. It is frequently considered the template for subsequent genocides. When Adolf Hitler sent to death men, women, and children of Polish derivation and language, with the justification of gaining the living space (Lebensraum) that Germany needed, he claimed, "Wer redet heute noch von der Vernichtung der Armenier?" ("Who still talks nowadays of the extermination of the Armenians?") There were an estimated two million Armenians living in the Ottoman Empire on the eve of World War I. Approximately one and a half million Armenians perished between 1915 and 1923. About half a million Armenians, with substantial assistance from foreign aid organizations (e.g., Near East Relief), found shelter abroad, and their descendants now constitute much of the Armenian diaspora.

Armenian Genocide Scholarship

The early scholarship in relation to the Armenian genocide was primarily descriptive in nature. After 1965 a body of English-language scholarly material, initially primarily by scholars of Armenian ethnicity, began to grow. Some of these works were influenced by the also-nascent field of Holocaust scholarship. In the 1970s and early 1980s a number of Holocaust
scholars began to expand this approach, by taking the Holocaust experience into a comparative dimension. Robert Melson, Israel Charny, Helen Fein, Leo Kuper, and Frank Chalk—all involved in Holocaust studies—began to look at the commonalities of the Armenian and Jewish experiences. As Richard Hovannisian attested, “The challenge is for us to work together because the problem is not an Armenian problem or a Jewish problem or a Cambodian problem. It's a human problem.” At the same time a few Armenian scholars, primarily the leading sociologist and political historian Vahakn Dadrian—recognized as one of the “key thinkers” on the Holocaust and genocide—explored the phenomenon and made it their field of expertise. Dadrian's work on modelling and conceptualizing helped establish the study of the Armenian genocide as a scholarly discipline. Also of fundamental importance were the efforts of Richard Hovannisian in creating the field of modern Armenian historical studies; training scholars who would go on to do important work on the genocide; and organizing conferences and publications.

Until the 1970s, Armenian genocide scholarship was dominated by historians, and their attention was firmly—and almost exclusively—fixed on documents, statistics, and data. Scant, if any, attention went to oral history and literary responses. Two main factors account for this state of affairs. The first is an ideological one, given that scholars were faced with the denial of the basic facts, and laboured to document and validate the factuality of the Armenian genocide. Moreover, in the name of academic objectivity, some historians were downplaying the importance of Armenian sources in the reconstruction of the history of the Armenian genocide. Still others were arguing that because those sources were testimonies from the victim group, they could not constitute valuable or reliable historical documentation, since they lacked objectivity. Following this line of reasoning, some Armenian historians, to avoid being labelled biased by international historians or Turkish scholars, have systematically avoided the use of Armenian sources in their scholarship. The second factor is eminently practical: there was no systematic initiative for collecting oral histories or considering narrative works until the 1970s. With the passage of time, scholarship on the Armenian genocide changed character from descriptive to analytical, and broadened its historical approach to encompass cultural, artistic, visual, and literary aspects, thus emphasizing the importance of eyewitness accounts, memoirs, and artistic literature, which provide a broader understanding of the Armenian genocide.

In their book Women in the Holocaust, Dalia Ofer and Lenore J. Weitzman tell us that “questions about gender lead us to a richer and more finely nuanced understanding” of trauma. Through the prism of testimonies from survivors, memoirs, and literary echoes, this chapter focuses on gendered aspects of the Armenian genocide in the experiences of its female victims. Gendered experiences were historically downplayed in scholarly works, and have only recently begun to be investigated. The examination of these gender-specific aspects within the Armenian genocide can not only inform us about this particular genocide, but also contribute to comparative work with other genocides. In looking at gendered experiences within the Armenian genocide, this chapter will explore the impact of culturally defined roles of Armenian women in the late 19th and early 20th centuries; the women’s awareness of events and anticipatory reactions as the genocidal process unfolded; the extent to which women were treated differently than men; and these women’s reactions and processes as women to the physical and emotional circumstances of experiencing genocide.

**Culturally Defined Roles of Armenian Women**

Armenian culture has always assigned a strong emphasis to the family as the centre of society, with the image of “sacred mother” at its core. The history of the Armenian nation has systematically acknowledged the active role women played in the public and patriotic realms, even though, traditionally, Armenian men have been responsible for the economic support of the family, and women the household. Yet in the period before the genocide, women took on a two-fold role: in addition to being caring mothers and obedient wives, some also assumed public roles, led national charitable organizations, and undertook political activities by becoming party members and participating in the nascent nationalist and reformist movements.
Women also acted in the field of education. In 1866, among 46 Armenian schools, 14 were for girls, with enrolment of 1,472. Girls' schools opened both in Eastern and Western Armenia, but women took on particularly active roles in Western Armenia—especially in Constantinople. After finishing school, many of these girls had the opportunity to continue their education at some of the best universities in Europe. On January 14, 1895, The New York Times reported, “The Armenians are as highly educated as Americans. They speak English fluently. It is taught in all the colleges.”

According to author Arpena Mesrobian, “the role of the Armenian woman in public and private life, although clearly differentiated from that of men, was nonetheless considered to be complementary, not inferior to the male role.” This, of course, does not mean that it was easy for a woman to have a place in society at the end of the 19th century. In her autobiographical narrative, The Gardens of Sılıhdar, Armenian writer Zapel Esayan recalls a visit she paid to the feminist writer Srbuhi Dussap in 1895:

Mrs. Dussap, when she heard that I contemplated a literary career, warned me against it. For a woman, she said, there were in that career more snares than laurels. In the Armenian reality as it was, people were not ready yet to accept that a woman makes a name and a place for herself.

Yet in the early 20th century—before the eruption of the genocide—Esayan not only became famous but, along with other female writers and activists such as Zabel Asadour (better known as Sibyl) and the very same Srbuhi Dussap, found her literary voice in the public sphere and advocated, supported, and struggled for women’s rights. Moreover, Sibyl and Dussap designed the project The Declaration on Women’s Role with articles relating to equal rights for men and women; the right to choose one’s profession; elimination of double moral standards that benefit men in conjugal life; the right to higher education as a means of improving child-rearing; women’s equal participation in community activities; elimination of the dowry custom; acceptance of the role of women in the preservation of the nation; and the transfer of culture.

These female authors supported women’s emancipation, believing that if women were able to exercise their talents through education and employment, social conditions for all Armenians could be improved. Female writers also used models from Armenian history to encourage their female readers, as well as to uplift the national spirit of the women. After the Adana massacres of 1909, Armenian writer/activist Sibyl evoked the women of the Battle of Avarayr in the 5th century as an inspiration for Armenians, underlining the importance of women in educating the orphans: “Centuries ago, in the time of Vartan’s troubles, the wives of martyred princes didn’t lounge about on cushions, crying, in their fine palaces. In spite of all of their troubles and sorrows, they lavished great care [on children] and the children weren't allowed to remain uneducated.” Along with active participation in Armenia’s social life, women continued to shoulder their traditional tasks of housekeeping and caring for their families. The following passage from a survivor’s testimony offers a glimpse into Armenian life, customs, and rituals prior to 1915:

We used to bake lavash every day.... Seven women lived peacefully in the house, daughters-in-law and sisters-in-law; the eldest woman was the manager. Elderly women, young women and girls used to wear their nice clothes and went to church ... there was church service every day.... The clothes of our country were nice.... During the feast days we made biskhi. There was a school in our village. There was a teacher in our village. There were books. The people of our village read the Bible; they read Armenian books.

Anticipatory Reactions of Armenian Women to the Genocide

The anticipatory reactions of Armenian women to what they perceived might happen to them were based primarily on the awareness of past massacres that their co-nationals had experienced more than two decades before the Armenian genocide. On July 26, 1890, The New York Times reported, “On June 20 the soldiery were ordered to disperse Armenians who were holding a meeting in a churchyard. The soldiers began a massacre of the Armenians, and the Turkish populace joined in the attack.”
movement of Turkish soldiers and police in and about the Armenian quarter of the town.... The women were also required to serve in armed combat, although the resistance leaders were exclusively men."

Women may have been more vulnerable, but the lessons of past experiences in some ways helped them in their anticipatory reactions when the actual genocide, with its deportations and massacres, began in 1915. Eyewitness testimonies and memoirs attest to how Armenian women recognized the ominous fate that awaited their people. There was an attempt by many women to join forces among friends and relatives in an effort to make sense of what was happening, and perhaps even prevent the unknown—in effect to try to save the savable. While Armenian women may not have known the degree of danger looming ahead of them prior to the genocidal events that began in 1915, there was a recognition that violence was a possibility. As Antonia Arslan’s autobiographical narrative of her family’s history in the book Skylark Farm attests, “what Armenian youth doesn’t know about massacres and threats?”

**Difference in Treatment of Women and Men**

When discussing the gendered aspects of the Holocaust, Ofer and Weitzman assert, “it is not possible to assume that women’s experiences were totally different from those of men. That would be as false and misleading as to argue that their experiences were identical to men’s.” This is also true in the case of early Armenian massacres when Turkish policy targeted all Armenians as Armenians, and the main importance was their “race,” not their gender. Payaslian writes that though Armenians were targeted simply because they were Armenian, and were equally defenseless to the slaughters of the pre-genocide era whether they were men or women, they “experienced crisis of a different nature,” based on gender. The experiences of Armenians during the genocide that began in 1915, however, had a much more gendered aspect to it. The first act of the race annihilation program focused on men, who were murdered at the outset. Thus rendered vulnerable, it was easier to deal with the unprotected women, children, and elderly. Smbul Berberian, a survivor from the town of Afion-Garahissar, attests to the practice by the Turks of eliminating any male resistance:
The Turks had killed my father and had tortured and slaughtered my mother's brother. They drafted my elder brother into the Turkish army. Later they drafted also my younger brother. We heard afterwards that, together with seventeen other Armenian young men, they had massacred them by night and had thrown them under the bridge. Thus, when we were deported, there were no males left in our family. They took away my five aunts in Der-Zor, later they cut off their heads, impaled the heads with their bayonets to show them to us and then they threw their corpses into the Euphrates. We found only half of the body of my mother's aunt. My mother buried her in the earth. They massacred everybody.¹⁷

The male survivors, mainly young boys who escaped the initial round-ups, were massacred during the deportation. Survivor Souren Sargsian recounts:

The next day the Kurds came, bringing with them the notorious Zeynal Bey and his brothers, the wicked executioners. They collected among the caravan all the little boys, bound their arms and took them farther on the mountain top, where the bonfires were burning. There they cut their heads with axes and threw them into the valley. They had done the same to the children of the previous caravans.¹⁸

Women, despite their own struggle to stay alive and out of danger, also tried to find ways to save the young boys who were targeted during the deportation process; realizing that without young Armenian male survivors, they—the Armenians—as a group could not survive. The efforts by the women are seen in the actions of one woman whose heroic stance was recounted by survivor Shoghker Abraham Tonoyan:

There was a very old woman among us.... When smoke began to enter the stable, she gathered the children and made them lie on their faces, their nose and mouth on the ground, then she made their mothers lay on them. She made my brother also lie on the ground. She took off her apron, covered him with it and pushed me to lie down on my brother and not let him get up, even if he cried. May God bless her soul! That woman said: "Lao, what's the use of crying, we must act so that from each house one boy remains alive and comes out of the fire, so that their hearth is not extinguished, so that they may tell the world the acts of these godless and ruthless Turks."¹⁹

There are reported cases of young mothers themselves, seeing no other way out, killing their own infant male children in order to "save them" from the horrors awaiting at the hands of the Turks; but infants were also sometimes sacrificed by the mother so that older children might be saved instead. A passage from Alice Tachdjian's memoir, *Stones on the Heart*, illustrates this phenomenon:

> Our two-months old baby was crying because he was hungry, there was not milk in Hripsime’s breasts, the grass that she ate on the streets caused terrible stomachache for the child. However, the poor creature was destined to die of hunger, diarrhea, or by the sword. To avoid being discovered by his cries, our mother and sister suffocated the baby in the middle of their backs, one against the other, without looking at him. He extinguished like a candle.²⁰

After fulfilling the initial act of the race annihilation program by eliminating the Armenian men, it became easier for the Turks to deal with the now unprotected women, children, and elderly. Despite the fact that Interior Minister Talat's telegrams called for Turkish troops to “exterminate entirely all the Armenians living in Turkey ... without regard for women, children, and the infirm,” the path the women were forced to traverse was paved with different processes.²¹

One of those processes was to “Turkify” some Armenian women and incorporate them into the perpetrators’ society through forced assimilation, which meant compulsory conversion to Islam: “Several attractive women were told they might live if they would recant their faith. They replied: ‘Why should we deny Christ? We have no more reason to do so
than had these,’ pointing to the mangled bodies of their husbands and brothers, ‘kill us, too.’ This was done.... [B]etween 6,000 and 10,000 were killed. Babes were impaled on the same weapon with their mothers.”

According to Turkish traditional ideas, men were the bearers of ethnicity, while women and children were susceptible to assimilation. A female survivor from Yozhat recounts how some high-ranking Turkish officers approached their group, and began trying to convince them to become Turks:

“We ask you to think well. Are you willing to become Turks or not? You have seen the slaughtered people. Would you like to be similarly treated? Isn’t it better for you to become Turks, otherwise you shall also be butchered....” There was an Armenian girl: her name was Arshalouys. She had long plaited hair. She was very pretty. They took her also and cut off her head. The gendarme came with her hair wrapped round his hand, brought Arshalouys’ head, threw it before us, and said, “Either you become Turks, or you shall become like this.”

Aram Kyosseyan, from Harpoot, who survived the death marches the Armenian women and children were forced to endure, recalled,

We had walked so much that we were exhausted. At last they ordered us to come to a halt. We stopped in a valley. They began to ask the adults: “Are you Turkish or Armenian?” Those who replied, “I am an Armenian,” were set apart and those who said, “I am a Turk,” were put on another side. The ones that did not deny their Armenian origin were taken to a remote place and slaughtered. The others who agreed to become Turks were saved.

Another tool used by the Turks was the systematic nature of mass rapes of Armenian women and young girls. The German Consul to Trabzon, Heinrich Bergfeld, reported that “[t]he numerous rapes of women and girls, was part of a plan for the virtually complete extermination of the Armenians.” These rapes often took place in the presence of the women’s own family members as the following witness statement attests: “Early in July [1915] ... the leading Armenians of the town [Sassun] and the headmen of the villages were subjected to revolting tortures.... The female relatives of the victims who came to the rescue were outraged in public before the very eyes of their mutilated husbands and brothers.”

As Smith informs us regarding rape in times of genocidal violence, “rape signifies the masculinity and the victory of the perpetrators and the weakness and impotence of the defeated males.... The point is to humiliate the men along with the women and to signify to the men their utter powerlessness.... The functions of rape and other forms of sexual violence against males and females overlap, but diverge in certain respects.”

We see this divergence in the difference in consequences: for example, women must address issues such as pregnancy, or the choice to keep or abandon the child in the fields after birth, as “the child is the reminder of what happened.”

Pregnant women were often specific targets of violence, since they were viewed as the embodiment of biological continuity. One survivor of the genocide from Igdir testified, “The Turks were approaching. They cut open the bellies of pregnant Armenian women with their knives, took the babies out and impaled their heads on stakes.” Another survivor, Loris Papikian, confirmed this behaviour by the Turks when she recounted,

Four officers, the dregs of humanity, who had acquired the ferocity of wild hyenas and had lost their human form, were seated at a table, had gathered near them, standing, a group of pregnant women who would probably give birth in a few days, and they were betting whether the child in the woman’s womb was a male or female, and then they ordered the soldiers to open the woman’s womb with a dagger and bring the child out.

During the Armenian genocide the Turks not only separated men from women and children, but in some cases separated children from their mothers. Trvanda Mouradian, a survivor from Harpoot, recalled atrocities perpetrated by gendarmes on the roads of exile:

They took us out of our village, they confined all the young people in a cave-like place, poured kerosene from an opening in the
roof and set fire to them. Then [Turkish gendarmes] gathered all the women and smashed their heads with stones. They killed my mother and grandmother with stones, too. They separated the children like lambs from their mother-sheep. I had a three-year-old sister; they took her also, together with the other children near the Balou Mourat (Euphrates) River bridge, cut their throats and threw them into the river.... Two gendarmes drove 500 people to exile."[43]  

Another tragic occurrence during the Armenian genocide was that some Armenian mothers were forced to leave their children with Arabs, in an attempt to save the lives of their children. Many Armenian women realized that their child stood a better chance of survival if handed over to strangers for conversion and possible life, versus almost certain death if the child stayed with the mother.

Reactions of Women to Their Experiences in the Armenian Genocide

Many who survived the unimaginable deprivations, hardships, and torture of the deportations refused to share their trauma for decades, and in some cases forever.[44] In their minds they “translated” the history into memory, which stayed blocked within psychological borders. My great-grandparents on my mother’s side, Mkrtich Atashian and Karmilé Paronikian, were from Van. During the genocide, Mkrtich was eight and Karmilé was four years old. They met in the orphanage in Yerevan, and married when Karmilé was 15 years old. They never told their family or anyone else the story of their survival—not a single word was uttered about the massacres. To any questions, they would simply answer, “We left Van a year before those events.” The only thing that Mkrtich would repeat was, “We buried a pot of gold under the pear tree. If you go there, you can take it. It is certainly still there.” And also, “When my father learned that the Turks entered his garden to steal apples, he went into a fury, took the axe, and began cutting the branches, shouting: ‘I’d rather cut them than leave the Turks to get the fruit.’” The Turks fled the yard, saying the man was an atesh, (meaning fire in Persian). From here comes his last name—Atashian. Karmilé recalled her home in the district of Aygestan, where the rich people of Van lived and who were all called barons (from which derived their family name, Paronikian). The house was surrounded with such a big garden that her father, Stepan agha [lord/master in Turkish], travelled through it by mule. Instead of hedges there were quince trees dividing their garden from that of the neighbours.[45] This was the extent of what my great-grandparents were willing to discuss of their prior lives. Family members dared not ask my great-grandparents how they ended up in an orphanage, where their parents were, and so on. Relatives did not want to cause them additional trauma by asking difficult questions (though I wish they had found a way to talk to them). Yet this was also the period of the Soviet regime, when people were afraid of speaking about anything. As with my great-grandparents, so too we see that many other survivors of the Armenian genocide did not want to speak of their experiences, affirming that their “heart would not bear the tragic experience anew.”[46]

Smith asserts that “the perpetrators attempt to extend their power through linking memory with pain, with the woman recalling for the rest of her life her violation and humiliation and, by extension, the shame brought upon her group.”[47] And yet the traumatic effect of the national calamity was perceived by every woman or girl in her own manner. Fortunately for us, many Armenian women managed to overcome the psychological blockages to reveal the story of their survival through their testimonies or memoirs.

Nichanian writes that the “catastrophe ... transformed the memory into an archive,” and that those who testified were “no more than secretaries of the archive.”[48] Nichanian further describes the difficulties writer Zapel Esayan struggled with in documenting the “unnamable,” the “catastrophe”:

For two years, between 1916 and 1918, Esayan lived a unique obsession: to testify.... During these same years, she wrote stories where she displayed an unprecedented sense for female psychology.... She had to deal with survivors, victims, orphans ... but she no longer had a grasp of the immeasurable event. Moreover in her obsession to gather testimonies, to give them a form and translate them into French, she was the first among Armenians to record and shape the originary cantings of testimony into a discourse of evidence.[49]
During the Armenian genocide women stayed alive only after facing what scholar Lawrence Langer identified as “choiceless choices.” Though Langer used the term in relation to Jewish victims of the Holocaust, it is certainly applicable to the “choices” forced on Armenian women during their genocidal experiences. Some women underwent assimilation, yet others passed through indescribable tortures and physical violence. These women bravely made sacrifices to protect their children. “They are not animals scraping for the last mouthful of bread, but women, still with one final source of strength: the thought of saving the children,” writes Arslan.

Armenian women sought not only to protect their families, but also to preserve the customs, traditions, and memories of their land, as well as books, photographs, and other objects. Considering the photographic metaphor of memory, Daniel Sherman observes, “Sight is the only sense powerful enough to bridge the gap between those who hold a memory rooted in bodily experience and those who, lacking such experience, nonetheless seek to share the memory.”

The lives of female Armenian survivors were shaken by almost immeasurable trauma. They experienced major burdens from the events and consequences of the genocide, such as lost family members and a lost homeland. Facing these challenges meant that they had to begin living life again, but in unfamiliar locations due to the forced Armenian diaspora, often without family members nearby. An excerpt from Skylark Farm is illustrative of the complex phenomenon of the diaspora that was created by the Armenian genocide: “My aunt always used to say: ‘When I’ve finally had it with you, when you get too mean, I’m leaving. I’ll go stay with Arussiag in Beirut, with Uncle Zareh in Aleppo, with Philip and Mildred in Boston, with my sister Nevart in Fresno, with Ani in New York, or even with cousin Michel in Copacabana.’”

Conclusion

Despite the threat of annihilation of the Armenian population, and the violence they were subjected to by the Turks, some Armenian women were able to survive. These survivors spread Armenian culture and seeds across the world through the diaspora. In so doing, the Armenian identity evolved and became more diverse and complex, and contributed to an emerging multiculturalism in the 20th and 21st centuries. These women also gave us, in many cases, a record of their experiences during the genocide—whether through testimonies, interviews, memoirs, or even passed on orally to their children and their children’s children. Given that the Armenian genocide occurred a century ago, and the survivors and witnesses are no longer with us, their testimonies, interviews, and memoirs are now the only record we have of their experiences. Much like the women who subsequently experienced other genocidal events in the 20th and 21st centuries, Armenian women can take their place among the comparisons across a gendered divide and enrich our understanding of the gendered experiences of genocide.

Questions

1. What are some of the reasons that women’s voices regarding the Armenian genocide have been silenced?
2. How does nationalism, both Turkish and Armenian, play into the silencing of women?
3. What threats to both Armenian and Turkish masculinity and nationalism does the unsilencing of women’s narratives pose?
4. How do the concepts of sexuality and genocide coincide? Why might sexuality be a concept that threatens discourse of “tradition”? How does this relate to the silencing of women in genocide narratives?
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Covering an unusually broad range of genocides around the world, this volume assembles highly original, empirically rich, and methodologically thoughtful research on the suffering and the agency of women during and after events of mass violence in France, Romania, Armenia, Cambodia, Rwanda, Guatemala, Kosovo, India, and Bangladesh in the twentieth century. This book is a must-read for students of women’s history and genocides, and it may serve as a model for further explorations into the gendered experience of violence, terror, and war.”

—Dr. Thomas Kühne, Strassler Professor of Holocaust History, Clark University

This powerful compendium makes the never-told and forgotten stories of women who survived or perished in twentieth century and twenty-first century genocides unforgettable. It makes a strong contribution to understanding how genocides are gendered and why women’s voices and lives matter in the study of and resistance to genocides.”

—Dr. Anne Sissón Runyan, Professor, Departments of Political Science and Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, University of Cincinnati

Illuminating the unique experiences of women both during and after genocide, JoAnn DiGeorgeio-Lutz and Donna Gosbee’s edited collection is a vital addition to genocide scholarship. The contributors revisit genocides of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, from Armenia in 1915 to Gujarat in 2002, examining the roles of women as victims, witnesses, survivors, and rescuers. The text underscores women’s experiences as a central yet often overlooked component to the understanding of genocide.

Drawing from narratives, memoirs, testimonies, and literature, this groundbreaking volume brings together women’s stories of victimization, trauma, and survival. Each chapter is framed by a consistent methodology to allow for a comparative analysis, revealing the ways in which women’s experiences across genocides are similar and yet profoundly different.

By looking at genocide from a gendered perspective, Women and Genocide constitutes an important contribution to feminist research on war and political violence. Featuring critical thinking questions and concise histories of each genocidal period discussed, this highly accessible text is an ideal resource for both students and instructors in this field and for anyone interested in the study of women’s lives in times of violence and conflict.
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